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Abstract

Early implementation of structural dynamics finite
element analyses for calculation of design loads is

considered common design practice for high volume

manufacturing industries such as automotive and
aeronautical industries. However, with the rarity of

rocket engine development programs starts, these
tools are relatively new to the design of rocket

engines. In the new Fastrac engine program, the focus

has been to reduce the cost to weight ratio; current

structural dynamics analysis practices were tailored in
order to meet both production and structural design

goals. Perturbation of rocket engine design

parameters resulted in a number of Fastrac load

cycles necessary to characterize the impact due to
mass and stiffness changes. Evolution of loads and

load extraction methodologies, parametric
considerations and a discussion of load path
sensitivities are discussed.

1.0 Introduction

The Fastrac engine is a 60,000 pound thrust liquid

oxygen/kerosene (LOX/RP-I) engine being designed
and developed at the NASA Marshall Spaceflight

Center (MSFC). The Fastrac (Figure 1) is a single-

stage, gas-generator cycle engine that utilizes one

turbopump, a single-use combustion chamber and

objective of the X-34 is flight demonstration of key

reusable launch vehicle operations and technologies

directed at the RLV goal of low-cost space access.

Key technologies include composite primary and
........ airframe structures, composite reusable

propellant tanks, cryogenic insulation and propulsion

system elements, advanced thermal protection

systems and materials, low-cost avionics, integrated
vehicle health monitoring systems, and flush air data

systems. The X-34 vehicle will be a winged vehicle

with a wing span of 27.7 feet and a length of 58.3

feet. In a typical X-34 flight, the testbed vehicle will

be dropped from an L-1011 aircraft, the engine will
start and accelerate the vehicle to Mach 8. The

vehicle will climb up to 250,000 feet, followed by a

coast phase, re-entry and horizontal landing on a
conventional runway.

This paper describes the work done at MSFC to
simulate the structural dynamic response of the

Fastrac engine system. The primary purpose of this

analysis is to calculate the predicted dynamic loads

on engine components and interfaces for use in
component stress analysis and design. Engine

components and interfaces include items such as

ducts, brackets, gimbals, gimbal actuators, etc. The
analysis utilizes a finite element model (FEM) of the

engine system including all major components and

vehicle interfaces. The engine is being tested in

bell-shaped nozzle. The nozzle uses an ablative liner various configurations, all
within a graphite composite overwrap. The first

planned use of the Fastrac is in the X-34 vehicle.

The X-34 technology testbed demonstration vehicle

(Figure 2) is a NASA program intended to

demonstrate key technologies applicable to the
Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) Program 1. The

of which have been

modeled by the Fastrac FEM. The configurations

analyzed include the X-34 flight configuration, the

Propulsion Test Article (PTA) ground test

configurations, and the Horizontal Test Facility
(HTF) ground test configurations. Each configuration

may include several different sized nozzles and each

has different support boundary conditions and
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propellantfeedlinestiffness'which must be taken into

account. The dynamic analysis has been done through
a series of load cycles. The current load cycle is 9.

The results of load cycles 1-4 were described in an

earlier work 2. The following sections will describe the

model and the input environments, emphasizing the

changes made in load cycles 5-9. Selected results

from load cycles 5-9 will then be discussed,
concluding with the current status and future plans for

this analysis.

2.0 Finite Element (FE) System Model
Construction

The main components of the engine system FEM
consist of the nozzle, the manifold assembly, the

turbopump and gas generator, the ducts, the brackets,
and the vehicle interfaces. The model was constructed

using MSC/NASTRAN and MSC/PATRAN software

and is pictured in Figure 3. The model was
constructed using design drawings and electronic

engine assembly geometry files for alignment and
construction of duct and bracket models. During

design iterations, new electronic files were provided

along with the dimensional drawings for the use of
incorporating design modifications into the model.

Descriptions of each of the major engine component

models created are given below.

2.1 Chamber/Nozzle and Manifold Assembly

The chamber/nozzle, shown in Figure 4, is composed

of two main composite layers with several metallic
inserts and over-bands. It is 74 inches long with a

weight of approximately 528 lbs. The inner

composite layer is composed of composite tape

wrapped at an angle from the global longitudinal axis,
and this layer is then overwrapped with a carbon

epoxy tape that is wound in a helical pattern. For

several reasons, which are explained in detail in Ref.
3, the model of this structure for dynamic analysis

required the use of composite plate elements rather
than solid elements. To use these elements, the

independent material properties of each layer of the

composite lay-up had to be obtained for the element

coordinate system. The properties required were the

Young's modulus in the element axial direction, the

Young's modulus in the circumferential direction, the
shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio. Since the nozzle

contour varies substantially along its length and since

the tape was wound at two wrap angles, the material

properties in the element coordinate system were
different for each axial row of elements.

Furthermore, the carbon epoxy overwrap was wound

at a continually varying wind angle and therefore the

overwrap material properties in the element
coordinate system also vary with axial position.
Substantial coordinate transformations were therefore

required to obtain these properties from those

obtained during material testing. This was

accomplished by first using a FORTRAN program to
read the wrap angle, wind angle, and cone angle for

each axial row of elements, as calculated using a

detailed spreadsheet incorporating the design

geometry information. The derived transformations

from the original tested properties were then used to
calculate the plate element material properties. These

properties were written to a material property card

specifically for each element row and were then

copied directly into the finite element data deck for
modal analysis.

The nozzle model described above was modified

when nozzle modal test data became available. This

was done by adjusting the engineering constants such

that calculated frequencies matched those measured
from tests. The resulting scale factors varied from

0.65 for the tangential Young's modulus to 1.5 for the
shear modulus. These scale factors were extrapolated
for different nozzle ratios. For more details on the

modal correlation of the nozzle, see Ref. 3.

The manifold assembly is a very stiff, nearly rigid
structure constructed of steel. This structure contains

the main injector plate and the engine gimbal
supports. It is modeled with QUAD4 and CTRIA3

plate elements.

2.2 Turbopump and Gas Generator

In the Load Cycle 1 model, the gas generator was
modeled as an equivalent beam and the turbopump

was modeled as a rigid mass. This rigid mass was

connected to the turbopump brackets and the ducts
via rigid link elements. A flexible beam or "stick"

model for the turbopump was added in load cycle 3.

A solid 3D model of the turbine housing was also
created and used to calculate the housing modes and

natural frequencies. The turbopump beam model

cross-sectional properties were then modified to tune
the beam model with the first few modes and

frequencies of the housing model. This tuned stick

turbopump model has been used in load cycles 3-9.

2.3 Ducts and Brackets

The propellant ducts have circular cross-sections and
were modeled using beam elements. For straight

portions of the ducts CBEAM elements were used
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sincetheseportionsof theductsbehaveaccordingto
simplebeamtheory.In thecurvedsectionsandthe
elbows,however,theCBENDelementis used.In
theseportionsof thepiperadialstressparallelto the
radiusofcurvaturewilldevelopwhenthepipebends
andwill causethecross-sectionto deformintoan
oval shapewhichcreatestransversestressesnot
presentinastraighttube4.Thereforea2Dstressfield
ispresentwithinthepipebend.Thiseffectisincluded
intheMSC/NASTRANCBENDelement.

Thebracketswhichareusedtoattachcomponentsto
theengineare modeled as elastic springs. The spring
constants were determined by building a detailed 3D
model of each bracket and calculating the

displacements due to unit loads applied in the

appropriate direction (see Figure 3).

2.4 Vehicle Interfaces

The interfaces between the engine system and the X-

34 vehicle consist of the gimbal attachment, two

gimbal actuators, and the feedline ducts. The
actuators are attached to the engine using "belly

bands" around the nozzle and are modeled as beams

pinned at each end. At each of the interfaces the
vehicle stiffness is modeled as a grounded elastic

spring. The spring constants were calculated by the
vehicle contractor and Were determined from a finite

element model with unit loads applied at the

appropriate locations.

3.0 Applied Loads and Environments

There are six phases of engine operation that result in
six sets of external forcing functions that were applied

to the engine FE model as both static and dynamic

loads. Since each phase of engine operation occurs at
a different time, they are each considered as separate

load conditions. These six phases are described in

more detail below.

3.1 Handling, Lifting, and Transportation Loads

These are loads which result from handling, lifting,

and transporting the Fastrac engine and are assumed

to be 3g in the x and y and 3.5 g in the z direction.
These loads are applied as equivalent static loads.

3.2 _sient

These are loads which result from the X-34 vehicle

separating from the L1011 aircraft and occur prior to

engine start. These loads are listed in Table 1 as load
case 5.1 and are applied as equivalent static loads.

3.3 Start and Shutdown

These are the loads which result from the Fastrac

engine startup and shutdown. A portion of this load
results from quasi-static sources including the vehicle
acceleration, static thrust, external aerodynamic load,

and the engine gimbal acceleration. Another load

resulting from the firing of the engine is the side load
on the nozzle during thrust buildup and shutdown 5-6.

Engine startup/shutdown sideioads refer to the low

frequency engine system response loads which occur
within the first five seconds during the transient start-

up and within 2 seconds after shut-down. These are

typically taken out through vehicle actuators and
thrust structure and, because of their transient nature,

are extremely unpredictable. The resultant shock

response loads can occur at any angle on the interior
nozzle wall with significant variability in frequency

and amplitude. There are basically two major
transient flow phenomena during start-up and
shutdown which affect structural dynamic response of

the engine system. The initial lateral sudden load on
the nozzle occurs when the combustion process

initiates. Then, as the core of the nozzle flow begins
to exit the nozzle exit plane while the nozzle inner

wall pressure equalizes with the outside pressure, the
nozzle wall is affected by unsteady fluctuating

pressures at the aft end of the nozzle ('tee pees').
Great efforts were expended in the past to analytically

reduce the space shuttle main engine (SSME)
sideloads; extensive testing was performed to

statistically characterize scaling factors based on the

J-2 engine and derive forcing functions from time
histories. In the end, it was determined that an initial

conservative approach can be used which envelopes
maximum expected sideloads. This conservative

approach was selected for its timeliness to the Fastrac

program.

For the Fastrac effort, the engine sideloads due to

nozzle flow separation at start-up and again at shut-

down were analyzed using simplifying assumptions
based on results from previous engine programs such
as the RS-27 and SSME. A maximum amplitude

nozzle sideload was calculated for lateral application

at the nozzle aft end and loads were calculated

statically throughout the remainder of the engine
interface. Based on past tests, a dynamic load factor

of two was applied to the results, thus providing a
conservative sideload. In addition, during initial

ground testing it was discovered that some sideloads
were present even during the steady-state operation.
These steady-state side loads were much smaller than

the startup sideloads and are due to the fact that the
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enginewasoperatingat sea-levelpressuresduring
groundtests.

3.4 Steady State Operation

Two types of dynamic environments are induced by
the operation of the engine itself. The first dynamic
environment is due to the sinusoidal acceleration

resulting from the rotation of the turbopump. The

peak acceleration for the major frequency

components of one, three, and six times pump
synchronous operating speed were estimated and used

in load cycles 1-3. As explained in Ref. 2, the

magnitudes were decreased in load cycle 4 to the
values given in Table 2 which have been used in all

subsequent load cycles. These loads are applied at the
turbopump cg with a -+10% bandwidth about the

excitation frequency.

The second dynamic environment resulting from the
operation of the engine is the random acceleration

due to sources in the turbopump, the gas generator,
the combustion chamber, etc. The levels of random

acceleration were determined using test data from the
MA5 engine which is similar in design to the Fastrac.

An initial random vibration spectrum was obtained by
scaling and enveloping the peak responses obtained
from the test data. The resulting environments are
shown in Table 2.

In addition to the dynamic loads, during steady state
operation there are also quasi-static applied loads due

to vehicle acceleration (Table 1, load cases 6.1.1,
6.1.2, and 6.1.3), engine gimbal acceleration, and a

60,000 Ib static thrust load. The steady-state sideload

described in section 3.4 was also applied to the

system. This load was conservatively assumed to be
the same magnitude as the startup/shutdown sideload.

3.5 Re-Ent_

These are quasi-static loads that result from the

motion of the vehicle during re-entry. The loads are
listed in Table 1 as load cases 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.

3.6 Landin_g Loads

These are quasi-static loads which result during
landing. The loads are listed in Table 1 as load cases
8.1.

4.0 Results

A summary of the analysis results for load cycles 5-9

is given below. A description of the analysis
methodology is given as well as changes made in the

model and the applied loads and environments. This

section will conclude by discussing several

parametric analyses that were done using the system
dynamic FEM in order to resolve some design issues.

4.1 Enzine Configurations

As described earlier, there were several different

engine configurations that were analyzed in support

of both the flight configuration and ground test
configuration.

The flight configuration consisted of the fastrac
mounted on the X-34 vehicle with the 30:1 area ratio

nozzle. The vehicle engine interfaces including the
gimbal and actuator attachment point st_fnessT_

modeled as well as the vehicle propellant feedlines.

To date there have been two ground test
configurations analyzed. The first was the Horizontal

Test Facility (HTF) in which the engine was mounted
horizontally 6n test Stand B-i at the NASA Stennis

Space Center (SSC) (Figure 5). The HTF Utiiized the

existing SSC propellant storage tanks and feedlines.

The system model FEM boundary conditions were

adjusted to match the HTF facility. The other ground
test configuration was the Propulsion Test Article

(PTA) (Figure 6). The PTA was designed to be a

"flight-like" test setup in which the engine and
propellant tanks are mounted in a truss structure

called the "strongback". The strongback was mounted
in the SSC B-2 test stand. Both the HTF and the PTA

utilized a number of nozzles with different aspect
ratios and materials.

Because of scheduling of other test articles at SSC,
the Fastrac engine testing is being moved to a test

facility at Santa Sousana, CA. Modeling of the

configuration for this facility is still underway and no
results are yet available.

4.2 System Modal Test

Two engine level modal surveys were performed for

two different engine test configurations; the Fastrac
engine mounted on the HTF and PTA test stands.

The results from these tests are currently being
incorporated into the global engine dynamic model

with preliminary results indicating very good

agreement between the model and measured test
frequencies.

4
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4.3 Quasi-static Analysis

For each load cycle, the static response to a l g load

was determined using MSC/NASTRAN Solution 101.
Quasi-static load factors, including vehicle load

factors (Table 1) and engine gimbal acceleration load
factors were combined with other static loads like the

thrust and side loads to determine the quasi-static

loads acting on the engine components for all the
quasi-static load cases.

4.4 Dynamic Analysis

As described in Ref. 2, the response to the sinusoidal

environment is determined using the system FEM
with an enforced acceleration at the turbopump cg.

For load cycles 5-9, a modal damping value of 3%

was used. The MSC/NASTRAN modal frequency

response solution (SOL 111) was used to calculate
the dynamic loads on the component.

The methods used to calculate the response to the
random vibration environment are described in more

detail in Ref. 2. For the first few load cycles the

system FEM was used with enforced accelerations

applied via the NASTRAN large mass method at the
turbopump, manifold, and gas generator. As

explained in Ref. 2, this method led to unreasonably
high loads due to pseudo-static response 7 resulting

from relative motion of the supports. A modified

random response analysis approach based on

component level analysis was then adopted. For
certain components which could be approximated as
having a "base drive" type of input, Miles' equation 8

was used to calculate the random response. For other
components such as the gas generator, turbopump,

support brackets, etc., a quasi-static approach would

be used. This quasi-static approach would consist of
applying the composite random grms load as a static

applied acceleration to each component individually

in order to determine the support and interface loads
and reactions. The large mass method was used for

analyzing the feedline ducts which were tong,

unsupported structures.

4.5 Parametric Analysis

As with any developmental program, design

parametrics are critical in achieving the design

needed to meet the mission goals. As the engine

design matured, there remained numerous negative
stress margins of safety. Some of these negative

margins were due primarily to dynamic loads. In

order to determine the effect of various design

configurations on the dynamic loads, the Fastrac

engine dynamic model was utilized for a number of

parametric analyses. In particular, three parametric

studies haste proved to be very useful during the
development of this engine. The first study was an

analysis of the duct sensitivities and the second

involved changing properties of the composite nozzle

during the engine burn. The third analysis involved
the HTF feedline ducts.

Since the design of the Fastrac engine is integral (i.e.,

the turbopump is directly connected to the composite

nozzle), the load paths are sensitive to small changes
throughout the engine system. The top of the

turbopump is attached to the main injector just above

the main injector/nozzle interface. The lower
turbopump attachment is at the belly band of the

composite nozzle. A number of ducts run from the

turbopump to the main injector carrying LOX and
RP. Due to the LOX and RP lines and the stiffness of

the turbopump attachments, the ducts have some load

carrying capabilities. The dynamic system model was

used to perform a parametric analysis to determine

how to reduce the loads in the turbopump RP
discharge duct that leads into the main injector

(Figure 7). Two design conditions were compared in

this analysis. In one design, a bracket was added to

the RP discharge duct between the RP Adapter Block
and Main Injector. This bracket, designated the

"splitter bracket", was simulated in the system FEM
by linear springs elements in the x, y, and z

directions. The second design had no bracket and the

duct was left unsupported at that point. The results of

the analysis indicated that with the splitter bracket,
the dynamic loads decreased enough to eliminate a

total of four negative margins in the RP Discharge
Duct and RP Injector Ducts. Because of these results,

the splitter bracket design was used in the Fastrac.

Another parametric analysis was used to determined

the effects the nozzle had on the system dynamics

during the engine burn. The nozzle used for this

engine is a two-layer composite nozzle. The bond
between the two composite layers has proven to be

temperature sensitive, causing the modal

characteristics of the nozzle to change by over 40%

while the engine is burning. These changes in the
modal characteristics cause a number of shifts in both

the static and dynamic loads during the ascent into

orbit. To perform the parametric analysis, a number
of nozzle models that had been correlated with modal

test data were inserted into the system model. These
nozzle models were correlated using test data from

actual nozzle firing tests that measured data at 0, 25,
50, 100, and 150 second burn times. 9 The nozzle

5
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stiffnessnotonlyaffectedthedynamicloads,it also
affectedtheinternalloadpathsof theengineitself,
increasingor decreasingloadsin the ductsand
adjacenthardwarecomponents.Thegoalsof the
parametricanalysiswastorunloadsforthesinusoidal
andselectedstaticloadcasesinordertoidentifyhow
manynozzleburntimecaseswouldbeneededto
envelopeallthedynamicloadsforall loadcasesand
all loadinterfacesthroughouttheengine.

Thestaticloadcasesexaminedwerethelgx, lgy,
lgz,sideload,andaxialthrustloadcases.Utilizing
plotsoftheloadinterfaceswithrespectto eachload
component,The static analyseswere usedto
determinethepeakstaticloadsduringtherun for
eachburntimenozzlemodel(Anexampleisshown
in Figure8).It wasdeterminedthatthestaticload
casescouldenvelopall peakloadsbyanalyzingthe
systemwithonlythe0and150secondnozzles.

environments,andchangesin analysismethodology.
Comparisonsof loadscycleshavebeenmade.
Becauseof variousdesignconfigurationdifferences
(includinggroundtesthardware),enginedesign
changesandoccasionalenvironmentschange,thereis
nosingleconfigurationoroperatingconditionwhich
yieldsworstcaseloadsforallengineinterfaces.The
enginesystemFEMhasproventobeausefultoolin
analyzingchangesin dynamicloadsresultingfrom
theevolvingenginesystemdesign.Asgroundtesting
begins,hot fire datawill becomeimportantasa
criticaltool to validateenginedesignloads.A
successfulfull durationtesting(approximately160
seconds)of the HTF short nozzle engine
configurationhasbeencompleted,andisthefirstof a
numberof groundteststo beconductedin which
dynamicloadsandenvironmentswill bemeasured.
Thesetestresultswill beusedto verifyandupdate
theenginesystemmodel.

A certainamountof engineeringjudgmentwas
requiredto assessthenumberof nozzleburntimes
neededtoenvelopthemajorityofthepeakloadsdue
to the sinusoidalexcitation.The choicecentered
aroundtwoissues.Thefirstissuewaswhetherthe
sinusoidalcomponentof theloadswasamaindriver
to the overallmagnitudeof the loadsfor the
individualcomponents.The secondissuewas
whethertheinterfacewasconsideredasensitiveloads
areaduetohavingalowornegativestressmarginof
safety.Thisparametricanalysisprovedextremely
importantto the structuraldesignof the engine
components.As indicatedin Figure9, theresults
indicatedthatonly threenozzleburntimeswere
neededtoenvelopthepeakloadcasesforallengine
loadinterfacesthroughouttheengine.The0,40,and
150secondnozzleburntimeswerechosenwith
confidencethatthepeakloadswouldbeenvelopedin
theenginestressanalyses.All loadcyclesfromload
cycle7onincludedthesenozzleburncases.

Thethirdparametricanalysiswasperformedonthe
HTFfacilityfeedlineducts.Theinitialdesigncalled
for a supportapproximately10 inchesfrom the
engineinterfaceon the LOX feedlineduct. A
dynamicanalysisdeterminedthattheconstraintwas
tooclosetotheengineinterfacecausingexcessively
highloadingontheengine.A redesignwasrequested
andthesupportwasremoved.

5.0Conclusions

Dynamic loads on the Fastrac engine have been

generated for a total of 9 load cycles which have
incorporated design changes, changes in
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Table 1. X-34 Vehicle Quasi-Static Load Factors

Load

Case

5.1

6.1.1

6.1.2

6.1.3

7.1

7.2

7.3

8.1

Event

Separation Transient

Pull-up Maneuver Random X

Pull-up Maneuver Random Y

Pull-up Maneuver Random Z

Re-entry Max Nz Random X

Re-entry Max Nz Random Y

Re-entry Max Nz Random Z

Landing (Enveloped)

Nx Ny Nz

(g) (g) (g)
-0.20 _+0.50 0.50

2.50 0.00 -2.64

1.50 4-1.00 -2.64

1.50 0.00 -3.64

- 1.50 0.00 -5.00

-0.50 4-1.00 -5.00

-0.50 0.00 -6.00

-0.62 _+0.93 -3.15

Load Factors

Rx Ry Rz

(rad/sec 2) (rad/sec2) (ra d/sec2)
0.00 4-4.35 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 ().00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

4-2.12 0.89 4-0.38

Table 2. Fastrae 60K Engine Self-Induced Random Vibration Environment

Turbopump and Exhaust
Duct

10 Hz @ 0.003 g2/Hz
10 - 600 Hz @ 1.7 dB/Oct

600 - 1300 Hz @ 0.03 g2/Hz
1300 - 2000 Hz @ -2.9 dB/Oct

2000 Hz @ 0.02 g2/Hz

Random Composite = 7.2g rms

Superimposed Sinusoids:

2.0 Gpk @ 335 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 1000 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 2000 Hz

Gimbal Block and Manifold

Assembly

10 - 600 Hz @ 0.01 g2/Hz
600 - 800 Hz @ 11.4 dB/Oct

800- 2000 @ 0.03 g2/Hz

Random Composite = 6.8g rms

Superimposed Sinusoids:

2.0 Gpk @ 335 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 1000 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 2000 Hz

Valves, Sensors, Actuators,
etc.

10 - 100 Hz @ 0.01 g2/Hz

100 - 300 Hz @ 2.9 dB/Oct

300 - 700 Hz @ 0.03 g2/Hz

700 - 1250 Hz @ 15.8 dB/Oct

1250 - 600 Hz @ 0.6 [2/Hz
1600 - 2000 Hz @ -4 t.2

dB/Oct

2000 Hz @ 0.03 g2/Hz

Random Composite = 21.0g
rms

Superimposed Sinusoids:

2.0 Gpk @ 335 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 1000 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 2000 Hz

Gas Generator

10Hz @ 0.001 gZ/Hz

10 - 200Hz@3 dB/Oct

200 - 800 Hz @ 0.02 g2/Hz
800- 1250 Hz @ 23.2 dB/Oct

1250 - 1600 Hz @ 0.6 g2/Hz
1600 - 2000 @ -41.2 dB/Oct

2000 Hz @ 0.03 g2/Hz

Random Composite = 20. lg
rms

Superimposed Sinusoids:

2.0 Gpk @ 335 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 1000 Hz

7.0 Gpk @ 2000 Hz
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Gas Generator _ __Turb°pump
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Figure 1. Fastrac 60K Engine

Figure 2. X-34 Vehicle

Figure 3. Engine System Dynamic FE
Model
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Figure 4. Composite Chamber/Nozzle

Figure 5. Horizontal Test Facility

Figure 6. Propulsion Test Article (PTA)
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Figure 8. Static Load vs. Nozzle Burn Time
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Figure 9. Peak Dynamic Loads vs. Nozzle Burn Time
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